
Excel, use of, to track content reuse, 74–79
experience (see user experience)
experts

content development, 11
content strategy, 11
information architecture, 11

Extensible Markup Language (see XML)

F
Farrell, Joseph, 158
findability, of content, 104
Flash, intro to restaurant website, 16, 18
form follows function, principle, explained, 11
form, function crammed into, 11
format

separated from content, 260
various meanings of, 155

format lock-in, 163
(see also under PDF)
risks of, 157–159
signs of, 159

fragments, 178
cost of updating, 178–179
reusable, 178

function, crammed into form, 11

G
genres, of copy

enabling, 133
persuasive, 132–133

given-new contract, 133
global village, web as, 153
Gollner, Joe, 5, 70
governance, 246

as risk management mechanism, 48
as stumbling block, 51–52
content strategy derailed by, 65
enforced through policy or technology, 55
explained, 47

going hand-in-hand with compliance, 48
model for, 261
role of, in managing complex content, 47
tackling fear of, 52–54

Grameen banking system, 40
granularity, 174

H
Halvorson, Kristina, 104
HAT (see Help Authoring Tool)
Help Authoring Tool, 71

files, prepared for migration to DITA, 74
(see also DITA)

used to produce topic-based content, 72–73
help documentation (see documentation)
Hester, Chris Opitz, 48
Howard, Dr. Tharon, 35, 46
HTML

as content structuring standard, 74
as markup language, 198
HTML5, 193

as mobile format, 155
HyperText Markup Language (see HTML)

I
IA (see information architecture)
iBook, 155
IMRAD
      (see under modules)
index

as content, 36
created by tags in Facebook, 190
links in, 134

indexing
by metadata, 190
by search engine, 161

inertia, danger of, 7, 101
information
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explained, 189
reuse of, 174
types of, 260

micro-lending, 39
mobile

apps, 192
-friendly content, 115, 117, 120
internet, 155

rise of, 154
modalities

explained, 137
inconsistencies across, 119–120

modular content, 166–167
(see also modules)
improving user experience through, 32
soft references and incorrectly reused content

consequences of, 169
examples of, 167–168

modules, 166
(see also modular content)
as reusable content, 129, 166, 170–172

across an organization, 172
across deliverables, 171
benefits of, 172
within a deliverable, 170

defining types of, 169–172
explained, 166
IMRAD, 169–172, 179
used to build user-centric content, 173

MS Word, as page-oriented format, 161
Mulder, Steve, 231
multiple-use assets, content as, 93
multiplicity

explained, 122, 137–138
in content creation, 138–139
in content delivery, 140
in engagement with audience, 140
in semiconductor industry content, 144–146

N
navigation, less important to sales than search, 110
navigational pathways, through core content pool, 164
network markets, 158
news release, as persuasive copy, 132–133
NFF (see "No Fault Found" returns)
Nichols, Kevin, 91
Nielsen Norman Group, 219
nimble content, 103

(see also adaptive content)
No Fault Found returns, 83, 121, 149

O
object-oriented content, 62
online help, 71

(see also documentation)
WebHelp and .CHM files, 72

ontology, 240
operations, goals of, content strategy tied to, 14
organizational chart, irrelevance of, to customers, 147
organizational readiness, for content strategy, 212–214
output channels, various, 83

P
pain point

content as, 11–12
of ad-hoc content system, 85

Pareto principle, 109
PDF, 83, 88, 120, 147

as file type, 155
as mobile format, 155
as page-oriented format, 161
as printable or downloadable document, 161

brochures, 136, 156
manuals, 72, 119, 145–147

format lock-in,  88, 243, 251-256 
hot-linked Table of Contents in, 134
indexed by search engine, 161
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